There’s more around the corner. There’s the great outdoors.
There’s the daily routine. There’s rain, snow, sleet, sun, dust
and dirt. There’s you, your family, your friends and a thousand
reasons to get to any place you need to with power, refinement,
versatility and style. Then there’s your car. Life isn’t about
limitations. It’s about living. That’s why you want to drive the
refined XC70.

In the space of a few hours, pristine
mountain landscapes can be replaced by
downtown traffic. Some cars might find such
a journey traumatic. Not the XC70. Advanced
technology such as Adaptive Cruise Control
(at all speeds) ensures that wherever life
takes you, your XC70 won’t utter a single
word of complaint.
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You’re invited to explore new roads and new
destinations. Inside and out, the refined Volvo
XC70 is designed around you as driver. Here,
superior all-road and all-weather performance
combines with iconic comfort and state-of-theart supportive technology to encourage any
escape. This is pure Scandinavian design that
lives any way you choose.
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A car with a mission
– your mission.
We designed the XC70 with one single purpose – to empower
you and your desire to drive. So we endowed it with numerous
innovative features, like Hill Descent Control. Simply at the push
of a button, this offers smooth, controlled and safe descents on
steep, rough roads. The system controls braking on each wheel,
allowing you to concentrate fully on steering. Away from the
wilderness, Hill Descent Control also makes it easier to move
off when towing a heavy trailer. The rest of the time you’ll enjoy
the benefits of an advanced chassis (with the option of Four-C
active chassis technology) and Volvo’s All Wheel Drive (AWD)
with Instant Traction™. You’ll find that stability and handling
together with 210 mm ground clearance are at your side – no
matter the road, weather or mission at hand.
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Power liberates.
Consider where the XC70 can take you and you won’t be surprised to learn about its
engine programme. For maximum performance, we recommend you consider the
T6 AWD. This six-cylinder, 304 hp twin-scroll turbocharged petrol engine delivers an
immediate response at all revs. Or how about the new, impressively efficient D5 AWD?
Its five-cylinder, 2.4 litre direct-injection turbodiesel engine develops 215 hp and up to
440 Nm of max torque. And choosing a manual gearbox, the engine comes with Volvo’s
fuel-saving Start/Stop technology. The XC70 is even available as a 163 hp/400 Nm DRIVe
alternative with Front Wheel Drive. With impressive efficiency, this engine beautifully
combines care for the environment with smart performance. To learn more about
Volvo’s DRIVe fuel-saving technology, go to www.volvocars.co.uk
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City Safety.
Mastering the unexpected
with laser precision.
Always expect the unexpected – nowhere is this more
evident than in urban traffic. That’s why the advanced lowspeed collision avoidance system City Safety comes as
standard in your Volvo. Utilising laser technology and active
up to 18 mph, this high-precision system keeps a lookout
on the road 6–8 metres ahead. If a vehicle suddenly brakes
in front of you and a collision is imminent, City Safety will
intervene and brake automatically to help avoid or mitigate
a collision. Very courteous in slow-moving city traffic – for
you, your passengers, your insurance company and anyone
in the car in front of you. Almost like a sixth sense tuned
into the city. Sounds like simple common sense to us – which
perhaps explains why you’ll find it in a Volvo.
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ADAPTIVE CRUISE CONTROL
WITH DISTANCE ALERT
(AT ALL SPEEDS)

DRIVER ALERT CONTROL
BLIND SPOT INFORMATION SYSTEM
PEDESTRIAN DETECTION WITH
FULL AUTO BRAKE
COLLISION WARNING WITH
FULL AUTO BRAKE

The meticulous attention to
detail includes the road ahead.
This Volvo is intelligence at work. The Driver Support Package
contains advanced technology to help you deal with traffic the
best possible way for you and other road users – including
pedestrians. Radar and digital camera technology interacts with
on-board intelligence (including your own, of course) to constantly
monitor vehicles and pedestrians ahead, to help you keep a safe
distance from other vehicles and to alert you if you are distracted
or unintentionally weave out of your lane. A push of a button, and
you can enjoy smooth cruising at all speeds – whether travelling
in stop-and-go city traffic or crossing continents. And if there is
a risk of collision the technology will warn you and – if you don’t
react – apply full braking force to help prevent a collision. Having
all this additional intelligence turns any journey or commute into an
extrasensory experience. To see this supportive technology in action,
please visit www.volvocars.co.uk

LANE DEPARTURE WARNING
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At last, a car that can
see the future.
Drive a Volvo and you’ll experience insightful control.
Here, supportive technology acts to redefine the
pleasure of driving and even predict what’s around the
corner. For example, the Pedestrian Detection with Full
Auto Brake is a Volvo world first that constantly scans
the road ahead for pedestrians. If it detects pedestrians
at risk, a heads-up display warning will flash and an
alarm will sound while the brakes prepare to optimise
braking performance. And if you don’t react to the
warning, full auto braking will be deployed to help keep
the pedestrian out of harm’s way. This is truly visionary
technology for your support and another foresighted
innovation by Volvo.
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The perfect pace
at any speed.
Relax and enjoy smooth cruising. The new
generation Adaptive Cruise Control (at all speeds)
goes beyond ordinary cruise control by automatically
helping you maintain a safe distance to the car in
front. Controlled by advanced radar and camera
technology, the ACC detects slower moving vehicles
ahead and adapts your speed accordingly. And that’s
at any speed – whether in heavy traffic queues or at
open-road speeds (0–124 mph). Combined with an
automatic transmission, it can even help you tail
the car in front from standstill, which can be very
convenient in stop-and-go traffic. Having this
additional functionality can help save you from the
most boring parts of any journey or commute. In this
way you can just find your perfect pace through traffic.
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Drive the Volvo XC70 and the centre stage is yours. In the inside, there is
nothing fussy – just clean Scandinavian design that manages to reduce
stress and simplify the use of some very sophisticated on-board technology.
The new Volvo Sensus driver-control interface and the latest Multi Media
technology (including Bluetooth® handsfree) plus a navigation system are
neatly integrated and viewed on the dashboard screen. The highly adjustable
seat and steering column will help you find your perfect driving position
quickly and easily. Each seat is an extremely comfortable example of
ergonomic excellence – a Volvo hallmark.

The elegant simplicity of modern Scandinavian design is well represented
throughout the luxurious cabin and versatile luggage areas of the Volvo XC70.
Here you’ll find more comfort for passengers, more storage for personal
effects, more load space for luggage, and more safety for you and anyone who
shares the ride. Innovations include integrated two-stage child-booster seats
in combination with belt load-limiters and extended Inflatable Curtains and
laminated glass available all around. What’s more, the Volvo XC70 can air
itself out before you get in to further improve the interior atmosphere,
automatically close the vents to protect you from outside pollution, and claim
cabin air so free of allergens, that it’s recommended by the Swedish Asthma
and Allergy Association. And for anyone travelling in the back seat, the new
Rear Seat Entertainment System (RSE) with integrated 8" screens will
entertain for hours. Sophisticated ambient interior lighting at the front sets
the stage as it highlights the interior’s modern Scandinavian design. And with
Volvo’s aluminium inlays and genuine leather-faced upholstery at hand, the
luxury is also world class.

The sweetness of control.
In a Volvo, there’s no doubt who’s in command.
Everything – from the ergonomic seat design to the
advanced driver-control interface – has been created
with one single purpose: to give you, as driver, the best
imaginable support for an inspiring and relaxed drive.
To achieve this, control is essential. That’s why we
designed the new driver-control interface, Volvo Sensus,
as an intuitive command centre. Complete control is at
your fingertips. With an integrated scroll wheel on the
steering wheel, you have full control of the car and all
in-car entertainment, navigation, park assist and
Bluetooth® communication systems – with both hands on
the steering wheel. All information is neatly displayed on
the in-dash 5" or 7" colour screen. And by adding Volvo’s
innovative front blind view camera (accessory), a revealing
180-degree field of view is displayed in the screen to help
you negotiate blind intersections. Convenient, smart and
definitely high-tech – never before has total control been
so easy to achieve.
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Life engineering.
Versatility. A word you hear quite often in the
context of cars, but one that takes on a whole
new meaning in the case of the Volvo XC70.
Especially when considering loading. Take the
Volvo XC70’s 40/20/40 split rear seats for
example. The flexibility they deliver in terms of
combining luggage and passengers let’s you
load up without compromising on comfort or
safety. And then there’s the innovative loadcarrying system with floor-integrated
aluminium load rails that allows you to organise
and secure almost any load. A power tailgate
makes opening and closing effortless and there
are many loading and towing accessories
available to help you manage loads in style.
Together, these smart features also leave a lot
of room for something equally important – life.
Or perhaps we should say ‘lives’.
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Premium Sound Multi
Media at work.
Please don’t disturb.
There are moments that are yours only. For those rare occasions,
we’ve designed the new Premium Sound Multi Media audio system.
This audiophile system features twelve hi-fi loudspeakers and a
state-of-the-art 5x130 W digital Class D amplifier. Sound reproduction
is faithfully calibrated to the acoustics of your car’s interior. Dolby®
Pro Logic ® II Surround Sound including centre loudspeakers
creates an ambience of total presence – wherever you’re seated.
Should you be forced to make a stopover, just insert a DVD and
save the day. The audio system and the brilliant 7" colour wide
screen ensure enough amusement for those privileged to be
travelling in your Volvo.

W
5 x 130

Premium Sound Multi Media 7"

4 x 40
High Performance Multi Media 7"
High Performance 5"

4 x 20
Performance 5"
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Loudspeakers

Intelligent security,
at your service 24/7.
Park your Volvo and the sense of wellbeing doesn’t
cease. With the Personal Car Communicator, you
can check the security status of your car from a
distance (of up to 100 metres) and, on your return,
your Volvo lets you unlock the doors with a grasp
of a handle and start your car without a key in hand
– it’s enough to have the key in your pocket or
handbag. Adding the new generation Volvo On Call
telematics technology in your car gives you access
to a range of smart services for your convenience
and security. For example, using your mobile
phone you can remotely control some functions of
your car – like unlocking the doors. What’s more,
your car can be traced via satellite if stolen. And in
case of an emergency, you’re instantly connected
to an SOS operator who can see your location and
send assistance.
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We put your needs and desires first. It’s all about passion,
attention to detail and an innate understanding of what
moves you. Style, refinement and a truly enjoyable and
engaging driving experience – That’s why you drive a Volvo.
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low-speed collision avoidance.

City Safety – the world’s first standard-fitted
collision avoidance and mitigation technology
– brakes your car automatically if you’re about
to run into a slower moving or stationary vehicle
at speeds up to 18 mph.

Collision avoidance at all speeds.

Collision Warning with Full Auto Brake (CWFAB)
warns you if you’re too close to the vehicle
in front – at all speeds – and brakes the car
automatically if a collision is imminent. Included
in the Driver Support Package.

Innovated for your enjoyment, Volvo
safety technologies will protect more
than the fun of driving.
Across the world Volvo is synonymous with advanced safety technology. And with good reason, because
few car makers can match our record of safety innovations and the commitment to safety that has guided
us for more than 80 years. Of course, this makes us extremely proud. But we’re not satisfied. Because we
know what we want to achieve: zero accidents. This huge task calls for innovative thinking and a brand-new
approach to the way we design cars. The good news is that we’ve already come a long way. For starters,
our cars are more fun and engaging to drive than ever. And the technology needed is no figment of the
imagination – some is already available in your Volvo. This means driving a Volvo today is like having a first
peek at a very exciting automotive future – a future where passionate engineering and design do more to
empower you as driver.

Pedestrian detection.

Using radar and camera technology, Pedestrian
Detection with Full Auto Brake can also detect
pedestrians in front of your car and brake
automatically if needed – a Volvo world first.
Included in the Driver Support Package.

Smooth cruising at any speed.

Adaptive Cruise Control (at all speeds)
automatically maintains your set speed and
distance to the vehicle ahead of you – whether
you’re driving on the motorway or in slow-moving
stop-and-go traffic. Included in the Driver
Support Package.

Staying alert.

Driver Alert Control (DAC) alerts you if your
driving behaviour shows signs of drowsiness or
distraction and suggests a break. Included in
the Driver Support Package.

Position control.

Lane Departure Warning (LDW) warns you if
you drift out of lane. Included in the Driver
Support Package.

An eye on the blind spot.

The Blind Spot Information System (BLIS) helps
you detect vehicles entering your blind spot.
Included in the Driver Support Package.

On-road enlightenment.

Active Bending Xenon Lights (ABL) with Dual
Xenon technology expands your vision range when
driving in the dark and provides considerably
improved illumination around bends.
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Personal gatekeeping.

Inspired by fighter aircraft technology, the
Intelligent Driver Information System (IDIS) can
help reduce your workload in stressful situations.

Rain proof.

Water-repellent side windows improve vision
in the rain, and a rain sensor automatically
engages the wipers if it begins to rain or if water
splashes onto your windscreen.

All-road stability.

Volvo’s All Wheel Drive (AWD) with Instant
Traction™ enhances driving stability and traction
in all weathers, in all seasons and on all roads.

Stay on track.

Volvo’s Dynamic Stability and Traction Control
(DSTC) anti-skid system improves handling and
safety in a wide range of challenging situations.

Eyes in the back.

Park assist and park assist camera let you know
what’s going on behind your car when reversing.

See around corners.

When parking or exiting a narrow lane, the
front blind view camera (accessory) helps
you discover what’s approaching from the
right and the left.

Secure connection.

Personal Car Communicator (PCC) enhances
your personal security and convenience after
you’ve parked your car.

24/7 peace of mind.

Stay cool. Volvo On Call is Volvo’s integrated
emergency and roadside assistance technology.

Exhilarating comfort.

Ergonomic design in seats and the driver’s
environment makes you relaxed and helps you
maintain your concentration on driving.

Brake for energy.

Every time you brake, the battery is fed with
extra power. Smart and fuel-saving.

144 g CO2 per km.

Our most eco-progressive engine alternative, the
CO2 optimised DRIVe Start/Stop, satisfies itself
with 51.4 mpg (only 5.5 litres of fuel per 100 km)
– for minimum emissions and maximum style.

Designed to catch the light brilliantly,
this car also reflects a promise.
Our journey towards a better environment started back in the early 70s. Then we were among the first car
makers to acknowledge the environmental downside of cars and to do something about it. Since then we
have been constantly innovating to reduce the environmental impact of our cars – all the way from product
development and manufacturing to driving and recycling.
One of our biggest challenges is to reduce CO2 emissions, which contribute to climate change. Our response
is the technology and innovations developed within our DRIVe environmental program. For example, today
we offer one of the premium segment’s strongest ranges of low CO2 alternatives. And consistently utilising
innovative powertrain technology together with advanced aerodynamics, low friction technology and lightweight
materials, DRIVe is an important step towards zero emissions.
In the near future we will be introducing new technology such as plug-in hybrid vehicles that will further reduce
CO2 emissions and can be charged from a standard wall socket. And we’re heavily engaged in the development
of electric vehicles – a technology that will dramatically reduce the environmental footprint of our cars and
make them even more fun to drive. Fact is, we have already launched our first electric car – the Volvo C30
Electric – and more exciting news is on the way.
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Maximised fuel efficiency
with diesel.

Volvo’s advanced common-rail turbodiesel
technology ensures superior fuel economy and
low CO2 emissions – from the CO2 optimised
Front Wheel Drive DRIVe variant to the All
Wheel Drive D5 AWD.

Green at the red lights.

Healthier interior materials.

All our upholstery and interior textiles are
tested for specific allergy-inducing or harmful
substances. And several interior metal parts are
tested with regard to contact allergies. Good for
you, and for anyone who shares your ride.

Fresh cabin air.

Continuously monitoring the incoming air and
shutting out carbon monoxide, ground-level
ozone and nitrogen dioxide, Volvo’s Interior Air
Quality System helps ensure that the air you
breathe in the car is cleaner than outside when
driving in heavy city traffic.

Allergy-approved interior.

Clean Zone Interior Package (CZIP) provides
cabin air that is so clean it is recommended by
the Swedish Asthma and Allergy Association.

To further reduce fuel consumption and CO2
emissions by up to 8% when driving in the city,
all the turbodiesels with manual transmission
come with Volvo’s Start/Stop technology.

85% recyclable.

Cleaner exhaust.

Clean colours.

Fast responding after a cold start, Volvo’s
advanced emission control eliminates between
95 and 99% of carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons
and nitrogen oxides from petrol engine exhaust
gases. The Volvo turbodiesels feature a
particulate filter that removes about 95% of the
particles from the diesel exhaust gases.

Fuel-saving design.

To reduce energy loss from air and roll resistance,
we utilise advanced aerodynamic design,
lightweight materials and low friction technology.
Together with state-of-the-art engine technology,
this lowers your CO2 emissions and helps you
travel further on less fuel.

To help minimise its total environmental impact,
every Volvo is designed to facilitate recovery and
recycling at the end of its useful life.

To reduce the use of environmentally hazardous
solvents, all Volvo exterior colours are waterbased. What’s more, our painting facilities are
among the cleanest in the world.

Your Volvo XC70 starts here.
The engine you choose will define a major part of the experience ahead. Some engines are fine-tuned
for performance, while others favour high mileage, but all of these petrol and diesel engines deliver instant
power and smooth running while state-of-the-art technology makes the most of every micro-drop of
fuel. Which engine is going to start you up? Find out more about the engines at www.volvocars.co.uk

T6 AWD

D5 AWD

D3/DRIVe

248 CO2 g/km | 26.6 mpg (10.6 l/100 km) | 304 hp | 224 kW | 440 Nm | Euro 5

169 CO2 g/km | 44.1 mpg (6.4 l/100 km) | 215 hp | 158 kW | 420 Nm | Euro 5

D3: 179 CO2 g/km | 41.5 mpg (6.8 l/100 km) | 163 hp | 120 kW | 400 Nm | Euro 5
DRIVe: 144 CO2 g/km | 51.4 mpg (5.5 l/100 km) | 163 hp | 120 kW | 400 Nm | Euro 5

Enjoy the smoothness and dynamics of a supreme in-line six-cylinder petrol engine. The
refined 3.0-litre T6 features a twin-scroll turbo for instant exhilaration at all revs – an
impressive max torque of 440 Nm is at your disposal even at 2100 revs. This engine is the
ultimate in both performance and comfort, while smart technology such as brake energy
regeneration adds to high fuel efficiency. For even more sportiness, this engine is mated
to Volvo’s All Wheel Drive with Instant Traction™ and a six-speed Geartronic automatic with
sports mode.

Power (kW)

Torque (Nm)

240

480

200

400

160

320

120

240

80

160

40

80

0

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Engine Speed (RPM x 1000)
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High demands on refinement and pure efficiency? Volvo’s highperformance 2.4-litre five-cylinder turbodiesel with fuel-saving brake
energy regeneration and Volvo’s Start/Stop technology (with manual
gearbox) may be just for you. Sequential twin turbochargers ensure
immense power across the rev range – max torque 440 Nm (Geartronic)
or 420 Nm (manual gearbox) is at your disposal from low revs. There are
always ample resources for quick overtaking, especially between 50 and
70 mph. The smooth engine character contributes to harmonious driving
on the open road as well as in the city. And whenever you’re in the mood
for more sport, the 215 hp D5 AWD is ready to play. Choose between a
six-speed manual or a six-speed Geartronic automatic with sports mode
– and for ultimate dynamics, these engines come with Volvo’s All Wheel
Drive with Instant Traction™.

Power (kW)

Torque (Nm)

No data available for D5 AWD
at the time of printing.

Engine Speed (RPM x 1000)

We designed the all-new 2.0-litre five-cylinder turbodiesel for a very
special reason: to give you a top-notch driving experience of refinement
and efficiency. The single turbocharger ensures immense power just above
idling. The relaxed character and flexibility of this engine will infuse your
drive with the composed feeling of being in control in all situations without
compromising on the fun of driving. What´s more low fuel consumption,
superior mileage and reduced CO2 emissions are there for you to enjoy
– especially if you choose the super-efficient DRIVe variant. Brake energy
regeneration, Volvo’s Start/Stop technology (DRIVe) and Front Wheel Drive
further enhance fuel efficiency. For the D3 there’s a six-speed Geartronic
automatic, while the DRIVe features a six-speed manual gearbox.

Power (kW)

Torque (Nm)

240

480

200

400

160

320

120

240

80

160

40

80

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

Engine Speed (RPM x 1000)

All technical data is preliminary and may be subject to change. Please talk to your Volvo dealer for the latest information.
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Equip your own Volvo XC70.
As you define your own style and specify your needs, choose one of Volvo’s equipment levels – ES, SE or SE Lux. These ample
packages add luxury and comfort beyond the impressive standard equipment level and reflect our core belief that functionality and
beauty go everywhere together. For more information about the different equipment levels, please contact your Volvo dealer or visit
www.volvocars.co.uk
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ES

SE

Includes:
16" Cecino aluminium wheels | 40/20/40 split rear seat | All Wheel Drive (AWD) (depending on engine
variant) | Aluminium decor inlays | Audio controls in steering wheel | Belt reminder all positions | Bright
window trim | Cargo compartment load rails including four sliding hooks | City Safety | Cruise control | Cup
holders, tunnel console | Driver and passenger side airbags | Dynamic Stability and Traction Control (DSTC) |
Electronic air heater | Electronic Climate Control (ECC) | Electronic parking brake | Feather line decor
aluminium inlays | Fog lights, front spoiler | Four aluminium attachments in cargo side panel | Front and rear
skidplate | Front airbags | Hill descent control (depending on engine variant) | Illuminated vanity mirrors, driver
and passenger | Inflatable Curtains (IC) | Information centre | Interior Air Quality System (IAQS) | ISOFIX child
safety seat attachments, rear | Leather gear knob | Leather steering wheel | Load cover | Lockable load space
under load floor | Performance audio system including 5" colour screen | Remote control central locking | Roof
rails XC | Safety net, steel | Side Impact Protection System (SIPS) | Temperature gauge, outer | Textile floor
mats | Textile/Vinyl upholstery | Whiplash Protection System (WHIPS)

Includes ES equipment level plus the following:
17" aluminium wheels | Autodimming rear view mirror | Bluetooth® | Grocery bag holder | High Performance audio
system including 5" colour screen | Leather steering wheel with Silk Metal | Leather-faced upholstery | Park assist,
rear | Power tailgate | Rain sensor | Retractable outer rear-view mirrors | Watch-dial instrument cluster

SE Lux

Exterior styling accessories

Includes ES and SE equipment level plus the following:
18" aluminium wheels | Active Bending Xenon Lights (ABL) | Electrical foldable rear head rests | Headlight
high pressure cleaning | High Performance Multi Media system including 7" colour screen | Humidity sensor |
Power seat, driver with memory | Satellite Navigation System

Includes:
19" Erakir | Roof spoiler | Side scuff plates
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Colour your Volvo.
When it comes to the appearance of your Volvo, the choices of exterior colour and
wheels are probably your most important design decisions. For more exterior styling
options and to build your new Volvo online, please visit www.volvocars.co.uk

Inscription is our exclusive design programme for a truly
distinguished look.
614 Ice White

426 Silver Metallic

477 Electric Silver Metallic

493 Caper Green Metallic

702 Flamenco Red Metallic

Please note: It’s not possible to reproduce exact original shades in printed
matter. Please ask your dealer to show you samples.

484 Seashell Metallic

498 Caspian Blue Metallic

700 Twilight Bronze Metallic

452 Black Sapphire Metallic

019 Black Stone

WANT A DYNAMIC TOUCH? If stylish and sporty looks get your pulse
racing, this may be the Volvo XC70 for you: Perforated Leather-faced Off
Black upholstery in Anthracite Black interior with Crossed aluminium centre
stack and door panel inserts, a leather steering wheel, Charcoal and a leather
gear knob, Charcoal. Exterior colour Ice White with colour-matched roof
spoiler, side scuff plates and 19" Erakir Diamond Cut/Anthracite matt
aluminium wheels.

OR MODERN LUXURY? Some people prefer sophisticated, timeless
elegance. If that sounds like you, your new Volvo XC70 can look like this:
Leather-faced Soft Beige upholstery in Sandstone Beige interior with Classic
wood centre stack and door panel inserts plus illuminated instep plates.
Leather/Classic wood steering wheel, Soft Beige and Leather/Classic wood
gear knob, Soft Beige. Exterior colour Flamenco Red Metallic and 17" Sargas
Silver Bright aluminium wheels.

EXTERIOR DESIGN. The XC70’s muscular yet lean design characteristics can both
seduce and deceive. Its seductive nature is obvious. Horizontal lines give the car a wide, low
look while the vertical design qualities have been emphasised to create a tough, rugged
and stable impression. As for deceptive, we were referring to load capacity. And in the

case of the XC70, this is anything but lean. The XC70 is also a blank page on which you
can write your own personal signature by adding side scuff plates, aluminium crossbars,
a roof spoiler or any one of many other eye-catching touches.

Side scuff plate
The matt aluminium finish side scuff plates add an extra touch of
attitude to the Volvo XC70 – perfectly matching the design of the
sill and other XC70 exterior styling details.

Aluminium crossbars
An aerodynamic design element that complements the roof rails and
the design of your Volvo. These aluminium crossbars also allow you
to exploit the roof’s load-carrying capacity to the full.

Roof spoiler
The stylish roof spoiler enhances the sporty lines of your Volvo
estate and is colour-coordinated with the body.

EXTERIOR DESIGN Aluminium wheels

18" Merac
Silver Bright

Zephyrus 7.5x18"
Diamond Cut/Anthracite matt

Valder 7.5x17"
Diamond Cut/Silver Bright

17" Sargas
Silver Bright

16" Cecino
Silver Stone

19" Erakir
Diamond Cut/Silver Stone

19" Erakir
Diamond Cut/Anthracite matt

16" Agena
Silver Stone

Please note: Not all wheels can be combined
with all engine variants. Please talk to your Volvo
dealer for more information.

ACCESSORY Aluminium wheels

19" Erakir
Black Chrome
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IMAGINE YOUR NEW INTERIOR. Crafted according to your requirements, the interior of your Volvo can take
on any number of personalities. Choose between two interior colours – Anthracite Black and Sandstone Beige
– and different upholstery variants. Pick the interior that suits you and add the finishing touch with the interior trim,
steering wheel, gear knob and floor mat of your choice. After all, you’re probably going to spend a lot of time here.
Find your next interior at www.volvocars.co.uk

Ergonomic design Developed in cooperation with ergonomic
specialists to provide generous support for the body during hours of
driving, the seats in the Volvo XC70 are among the most comfortable in
the automotive world. Multiple adjustment possibilities and adjustable
lumbar support make it easy to find the perfect driving position.

Perforated leather-faced
This exclusive upholstery is designed for use with the ventilated seats.
The seating surfaces in perforated leather-faced enhance climate
comfort while providing an elegant and sporty character.

Sundby T-Tec/textile
This sporty-looking upholstery also combines two materials: finely
woven textile upholstery trimmed with ultra-modern T-Tec – a
synthetic skin inspired by wet suits and durable outdoor gear.

Leather-faced
The seating surfaces are made of a hide quality that’s comfortable, durable
and has a coarse grain pattern. Like all Volvo leather, it’s organically tanned
and ages beautifully.
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INTERIOR DESIGN Perforated leather-faced

Perforated leather-faced Off Black in Anthracite Black interior, F201
Crossed aluminium centre stack and door panel inserts

Perforated leather-faced Espresso Brown in Sandstone Beige interior, F216
Crossed aluminium centre stack and door panel inserts

Leather-faced Blond in Anthracite Black interior, F10G
Modern wood centre stack and door panel inserts

INTERIOR DESIGN Leather-faced

Perforated leather-faced Soft Beige in Sandstone Beige interior, F212
Cross Avenue centre stack and door panel inserts
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Leather-faced Off Black in Anthracite Black interior, F101
Modern wood centre stack and door panel inserts

Leather-faced Espresso Brown in Sandstone Beige interior, F116
Crossed aluminium centre stack and door panel inserts

INTERIOR DESIGN Sundby T-Tec/textile

Leather-faced Soft Beige in Sandstone Beige interior, F112
Classic wood centre stack and door panel inserts

Sundby T-Tec/textile, Off Black in Anthracite Black interior, F501
Feather Line aluminium centre stack and door panel inserts
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INTERIOR DESIGN

Leather steering wheel,
Charcoal

Leather steering wheel,
Charcoal with Silk Metal inlay

Leather/Classic wood steering wheel,
Charcoal with Silk Metal inlay

3-spoke leather steering wheel,
Charcoal with Silk Metal inlay

Leather gear knob
Charcoal, manual

Leather gear knob
Charcoal, Geartronic

Leather gear knob
Charcoal with Silk Metal inlay,
Geartronic

Leather gear knob
Charcoal with Classic wood inlay,
Geartronic

Leather steering wheel,
Soft Beige

Leather steering wheel,
Soft Beige with Silk Metal inlay

Leather/Classic wood steering wheel,
Soft Beige with Silk Metal inlay

3-spoke leather steering wheel,
Charcoal/Soft Beige with Silk Metal inlay

Leather gear knob
Soft Beige, manual

Leather gear knob
Soft Beige, Geartronic

Leather gear knob
Soft Beige with Silk Metal inlay,
Geartronic

Leather gear knob
Soft Beige with Classic wood inlay,
Geartronic

Feather Line aluminium
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INTERIOR DESIGN

Cross Avenue

Crossed aluminium

Classic wood

Seat colour

Interior colour

Leather steering wheel

Dashboard

Dashboard
Upper part/lower part

Carpeting

Roof lining

Off Black

Anthracite Black

Charcoal

Off Black

Off Black

Off Black

Quartz

Blond

Anthracite Black

Charcoal

Off Black

Blond

Off Black

Quartz

Soft Beige

Sandstone Beige

Soft Beige

Espresso Brown/Soft Beige Soft Beige

Mocca Brown

Soft Beige

Espresso Brown

Sandstone Beige

Soft Beige

Espresso Brown/Soft Beige Espresso Brown/Soft Beige

Mocca Brown

Soft Beige

Modern wood
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INSCRIPTION Upholstery

Anthracite Black interior
Inscription perforated soft leather-faced Off Black, FF01
Inscriptionperforated soft leather-faced Off Black, ventilated front seats, FG01

Anthracite Black interior
Inscription perforated soft leather-faced Polar Blue/Off Black, FF0H
Inscription perforated soft leather-faced Polar Blue/Off Black, ventilated front seats, FG0H

Anthracite Black interior
Inscription perforated soft leather-faced Toscana Tan/Off Black, FF0J
Inscription perforated soft leather-faced Toscana Tan/Off Black, ventilated front seats, FG0J

Sandstone Beige interior
Inscription perforated soft leather-faced Espresso Brown/Soft Beige, FF1Y
Inscription perforated soft leather-faced Espresso Brown/Soft Beige, ventilated front seats, FG1Y

Volvo’s collection of exquisite and exclusive interiors and
details has a name: Inscription. It also has a purpose: to deliver a quiet realm of understated splendour to all
those lucky enough to experience it. Every seat is upholstered in the finest Scottish Hide and complemented
with contrasting stitching and piping. Tufted floor mats with extra thick pile and the Inscription instep plates
together with the Inscription logos in the front centre armrest and head restraints add an exclamation mark to
this unmistakable statement of quality. Choose from two unique interior trims for the door panels and centre
stack (Milled Amber or Sanded Silver), then opt for the paint finish of your Volvo XC70 from a selection of
Inscription exterior colours. And to top it all, add the exclusive leather-covered instrument panel. As you realise
your perfect oasis, you’ll find Volvo Inscription is much more than a range of skilfully handcrafted interiors and
special details – it is an imaginative and empathic way of saying this is my Volvo.

Milled Amber

Sanded Silver

Sandstone Beige interior
Inscription perforated soft leather-faced Soft Beige, FF12
Inscription perforated soft leather-faced Soft Beige, ventilated front seats, FG12
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Adaptive Cruise Control (at all speeds)

Collision Warning with Full Auto Brake and Pedestrian Detection

Safety
SAFETY Preventive
Driver Support Package
Adding to both your safety margins and the driving
experience, Volvo’s most advanced safety innovations
are available in this comprehensive package. Among
many things, this includes ground-breaking supportive
technology to help avoid collisions, detect pedestrians
and alert a distracted driver. Driver Support Package
contains the following features: Adaptive Cruise
Control (at all speeds), Collision Warning with Full
Auto Brake and Pedestrian Detection, Driver Alert
Control (DAC), Lane Departure Warning (LDW) and
Blind Spot Information System (BLIS).

Driver Alert Control (DAC)

City Safety
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Lane Departure Warning (LDW)

Dynamic Stability and Traction Control (DSTC)

Blind Spot Information System (BLIS)

Active Bending Xenon Lights (ABL)

Adaptive Cruise Control (at all speeds)
Helping the driver to keep a safe distance from
vehicles in front at all speeds up to 124 mph, this
third-generation ACC is a supportive partner for a
more relaxed driving experience on any journey. In
slow-moving city traffic*, the ACC stop and go
function automatically adapts your speed to the vehicle
in front. From standstill, a press of a button or the
accelerator is all it takes to make your car smoothly
tail the vehicle in front. At speeds over 18 mph, just
select the desired speed and the minimum time gap
to the vehicle in front. When the radar sensor detects
a slower vehicle in front, the speed automatically
adapts to that vehicle. And when the road is clear, the
car resumes the selected speed. If ACC is
disengaged and a vehicle in front comes too close,
the distance alert function activates a warning light in
the lower section of the windscreen to help you keep
the proper distance.
*The stop and go function from 0 to 18 mph requires an
automatic gearbox.

Collision Warning with Full Auto Brake and
Pedestrian Detection
Statistics show that in 50% of the rear end collisions
the driver at fault doesn’t brake at all. Active at all
speeds above 2.5 mph, this third-generation collision
avoidance technology can warn you if you’re too
close to a vehicle in front or if there are pedestrians
in your path. If you don’t react and a collision is
imminent, full auto-braking is engaged to help you
avoid or mitigate an impact. Within a range of 150
metres, a radar sensor behind the grille and a digital
camera behind the windscreen continuously monitor
the distance to the vehicle in front of you. During
daylight it can also detect standing or moving
pedestrians. If a pedestrian unexpectedly steps out in
front of your car or if a vehicle suddenly brakes (or is
stationary) and Collision Warning senses that a
collision is likely to happen, it will alert you to act with
a flashing warning light on the windscreen along with
an audible alarm. Moreover, this technology supports
driver-initiated braking by pre-charging the brakes to
quickly prepare for panic braking and help reduce the
reaction time. If you don’t react to the warning and a
collision is imminent, the car immediately brakes with
full braking force.
Driver Alert Control (DAC)
Up to 90% of all traffic accidents are caused by
driver distraction. Driver Alert Control is a unique
technology that can help alert a tired or distracted
driver at speeds over 40 mph. Using signals from a
digital camera to monitor the road ahead along with
data from steering wheel movements, DAC can
compare erratic behaviour to your normal driving
style. If DAC detects that your driving behaviour
shows signs of drowsiness or distraction, you receive
an audible warning. At the same time, a message is

displayed in the instrument panel suggesting it might
be time for a break.
Lane Departure Warning (LDW)
At speeds over 40 mph, Lane Departure Warning can
help prevent single-vehicle road departures as well as
collisions caused by temporary distraction. This function
uses a digital camera to register the lane markings
and help monitor the car’s position on the road. If you
weave out of your lane, LDW will alert you with an
audible signal. If you intentionally cross a lane marker
using the direction indicators, LDW is not activated.
Blind Spot Information System (BLIS)
BLIS uses rear-facing cameras installed in the door
mirrors to keep a lookout on either side of the car.
As a vehicle enters your blind spot, this function can
alert you with a lamp built into the front door post
– left and right. Together with the door mirrors, this
helps you assess the feasibility of a lane change.
BLIS is activated once the car exceeds 6 mph and
reacts to almost any type of vehicle from a
motorcycle upwards, day or night.
City Safety
City Safety collision avoidance technology is a Volvo
world first standard feature for safer urban driving.
At speeds up to 18 mph, this laser-based technology
can sense if a vehicle within 6–8 metres ahead of you
is stationary or is moving more slowly. If City Safety
senses an impending collision, the brakes are precharged to act faster on your response. And if you
don’t brake, City Safety automatically applies the
brakes and switches off the throttle to help mitigate
the effects of a collision. If the difference in speed
between your car and the vehicle in front is 9 mph or
less, City Safety can even help you avoid a collision.
City Safety is activated when you start the car.

Dynamic Stability and Traction Control (DSTC)
By helping to prevent fishtails, spinouts and rollovers,
stability control technology like DSTC has been
described as one of the most vital safety advances of
the past decade. At the core of DSTC, a gyroscope
senses the car’s direction and compares it with steering
wheel movements as well as the actual rotation of the
car’s wheels. DSTC is able to detect a potential skid
and help counteract this by reducing the engine’s
power output or braking on one or more wheels.
Intelligent Driver Information System (IDIS)
To help avoid distractions during critical driving
situations, IDIS constantly analyses your driving and
will delay secondary information from the car or one
of its on-board systems when it detects intense
steering, braking or acceleration. As soon as things
calm down, the phone call or the delayed information
is presented. IDIS can be set up to let phone calls
through in all driving situations.
Adaptive brake light
Active at speeds above 31 mph, the adaptive brake
light can sense the difference between normal and
panic braking. If there is a panic situation, all the
brake lights will flash at a rate of four times per
second. Once your speed slows to below 6 mph, the
lights stop flashing and hazard lights flash instead.
Active Bending Xenon Lights (ABL)
In addition to improving illumination by about 230%
using Dual Xenon light technology, the Active
Bending Xenon Lights give a 90% boost to your
vision round bends at night. Controlled by
microprocessors, the motorised lamps turn up to 15
degrees in either direction when driving – reliably
lighting up your chosen path. The adaptive function
automatically disengages during daylight.

Find out more about the details, technology and accessories at www.volvocars.co.uk
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SAFETY Protective
Volvo’s interactive safety technologies
In a Volvo, safety is about interaction. Because it’s not
the number of safety features that determines how safe
a car is; it’s how well they seamlessly interact to help
protect the occupants in the event of a side collision.
IN A FRONTAL COLLISION the patented frontal
structure will yield to help absorb and disperse crash
energy. The compact powertrain is designed to help
optimise deformation. Inside the car, safety belts
interact with the collapsible steering column and dualstage airbags to further help protect the occupants. A
lower cross member helps protect occupants in an
oncoming car with lower positioned bumpers.

Volvo’s interactive safety technologies

IN A ROLLOVER the robust safety cage and the
reinforced roof structure together with the safety
belts and belt pre-tensioners will help protect the
occupants. If the car has been first hit from the side,
the Inflatable Curtain (IC) deploys to provide
additional head protection.

Whiplash Protection System (WHIPS)
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Restraint technologies

Inflatable Curtain (IC)

IN A SIDE IMPACT Volvo’s unique Side Impact
Protection System (SIPS) helps distribute the crash
forces across the car’s body, away from the occupants.
The side airbags in the front seats help protect the
chest and hip, while the Inflatable Curtain (IC) adds
head protection.

IN A REAR IMPACT the rear deformation zones will
help absorb crash energy. The fuel tank is designed
to remain well protected in front of the rear axle. The
head restraints help protect the neck and spine, and
Volvo’s unique Whiplash Protection System (WHIPS)
cradles the front seat occupants in a controlled
manner to help prevent whiplash injuries.
Whiplash Protection System (WHIPS)
Integrated in the front seats, Volvo’s WHIPS cradles
the occupant to help reduce the risk of whiplash
injury (one of the most common types of traffic injury
and often the result of a low-speed rear impact
collision). The function is activated by a collision of
sufficient force from behind. Independent research
has shown that WHIPS is one of the most effective
systems in the world and can reduce the risk of longterm injuries by 50%.
Side Impact Protection System (SIPS)
SIPS is a unique Volvo safety system that has been
developed to help protect the occupants in the event
of a side collsion. The steel framework of the car –
including the front seats – is designed and reinforced
to help displace the impact of a side collision away
from the occupants to other parts of the car body and
help prevent intrusion into the cabin. The extremely
strong side structure is built up with ultra-high
strength steel and softer grades of steel to help

withstand a severe side impact – even with a larger
vehicle. The Inflatable Curtain (IC) for all the outboard
occupants and the front seat side airbags interact to
provide further protection. In the rear seat, the
combination of extended IC and Volvo’s integrated
two-stage booster cushion with progressive safety
belt load limiters helps protect children.
Restraint technologies
In a collision, Volvo’s restraint technologies interact to
help reduce the impact. The safety belts with pretensioners activate within a few thousandths of a
second in the event of a collision and tighten the belt
to help keep the occupants securely restrained. The
front seat safety belts then release a little so that the
driver and passenger are cushioned by the airbags in
a controlled manner. Helping to optimise protection,
the dual-stage airbags adapt the level of inflation,
depending on the force of the collision. The driver’s
airbag also interacts with the deformation of the
collapsible steering column. Side airbags in the front
seats help reduce the risk of serious injuries in a side
collision. The Inflatable Curtain (IC) helps protect
the heads of both front and rear outboard occupants.
It also stays inflated for several seconds to provide
prolonged protection for subsequent impacts. And to
help protect children in the rear seat, IC interacts with
the two-stage integrated booster cushions and the
belt load limiters.

Passenger airbag cut-off switch
This switch allows you to disengage the passenger
airbag using the car key. When the airbag is switched
off, you are notified via a message in the roof console
display. The force of the passenger airbag is
designed to help protect adults – children risk
serious injury. Therefore, the airbag must first be
disengaged if you intend to put a person shorter than
1.4 metres in the front passenger seat.
Energy-absorbing frontal structure
Volvo’s patented frontal structure with its sizeable
deformation zones in different kinds of steel will yield
to help absorb crash energy. The compact powertrain
is designed to help optimise deformation. The unique
geometry of the frontal structure and longitudinal
steel struts in the doors helps disperse crash energy
away from the front to the rear of the car, further
reducing the strain on the occupants. A steel strut
under the dashboard further helps keep the cabin
intact.
Protection of unprotected road users
To help reduce the risk of serious injuries to
unprotected road users, the front of the vehicle is
gently rounded, the headlamps are integrated flush
with the body, and the bonnet is energy-absorbing to
act as a crumple zone.
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Your car is locked.

Your car is unlocked.

Press here to see
the current status
of your car (within a
range of 60–100 m)
or the car’s status
when you left it
(outside the range).

The alarm has been
triggered.

Remove the mini-key to lock storage
separately.

SAFETY Child safety
Volvo’s child safety programme

Personal Car Communicator (PCC)

Volvo’s child safety programme
To further enhance protection for children, we offer
a child safety programme that is among the most
comprehensive in the car world. Because infants
have large heads and weak necks*, we know that a
child up to the age of 3–4 travels most safely facing
the rear. Volvo’s rear-facing child seats help provide
maximum protection in a wide range of collisions.
Children who have outgrown the child seat travel
most safely seated on a booster seat, secured with
the car’s safety belt. All our upholstery and interior
textiles are tested for certain allergy-inducing or
harmful substances.
*In a frontal collision at 31 mph, the head of a six-month-old
infant can be exposed to forces corresponding to a load of
100 kg!
Please note: If the front passenger seat airbag is switched
on, children under 1.4 metres in height should never be seated
in the front seat – not in conjunction with a child seat, a
booster cushion or under any other circumstances.

u Booster seat (15–36 kg)
Volvo’s booster seat helps position a child at the
correct height for the safety belt and is designed to
optimise side impact protection. The headrest and
width adjust easily to enhance comfort, and the
backrest can be reclined when the child wants to rest.

u Infant seat (up to 13 kg)
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u Convertible child seat (9–25 kg)

Autofolding power door mirrors with ground lights

u Infant seat (up to 13 kg)
Infants, from newborns up to about one year of age,
travel safely backwards in this comfortable seat. It’s
installed using the car’s safety belt. And for extra

convenient installation using the car’s ISOFIX
attachments, an ISOFIX base can be added. Side wings
help protect in a side impact, and the headrest and
five-point harness are easily adjusted. The headrest
is padded for a comfortable sleep and there’s a
canopy to block the sun. What’s more, the infant seat
is easy to carry and can be used as a carrycot.
u Convertible child seat (9–25 kg)
From the age of 9 months to about 6 years a child
can continue to be seated backwards in this new
child seat. Advanced design helps provide worldclass protection and flexible seating for many years.
The seat is fitted using the car’s safety belt and is
easily adjusted to help optimise comfort and safety.
An integrated support leg helps facilitate safe
backward installation. We recommend that children
be seated backwards as far as possible. But when a
child grows bigger (15–25 kg) and cannot comfortably
be seated facing to the rear, this seat can also be
used as a forward-facing booster cushion that puts a
child in the correct position for the car’s safety belt.
Two-stage integrated booster cushions (15–36 kg)
These integrated booster cushions help ensure that
children sit comfortably and safely. They position
children at the correct height for the safety belt and
adjust to two heights to accommodate children of
different sizes, so that smaller children can be seated
higher to enjoy a more comfortable ride. As the
children grow, the seat height can be adjusted
accordingly. This optimises safety belt geometry and
helps – together with the built-in progressive safety

belt load limiter – to reduce the strain on the child’s
neck and chest in an impact. In a side impact, the
booster cushions interact with the Inflatable Curtain
(IC) to help protect children. The booster cushions
conveniently fold up from the outboard rear seats and
are easily folded into the rear seat cushion when
they’re not needed.
Power child safety lock
The power child lock enables you to conveniently
lock the rear doors and rear power windows from the
driver’s seat and prevent them from being opened
from the inside.

SAFETY Security
Personal Car Communicator (PCC)
PCC is an advanced remote control that combines
keyless drive with two-way communication with your
Volvo. Keep the PCC with you and the car unlocks
automatically as you pull the door handle. Start the
engine by pressing a button on the dash, lock the car
by pressing a button in the door handle. Later in the
day, if you’re wondering whether you’ve locked the
car, PCC can tell you, no matter where you are. On
your return to the car – within a radius of 60 to 100
metres – pressing the PCC information button will
give you a current report on its lock and alarm status.
Autofolding power door mirrors
with ground lights
At the touch of a button, these door mirrors can be
folded flat against the car, where they are less likely

to get damaged after you’ve parked. They also fold or
unfold automatically every time you lock or unlock the
car. The integrated ground lighting is activated with
the remote control or with the PCC. Besides
enhancing security to and from your car at night, this
is also convenient when getting in and out.
Approach and Home Safe Lighting
Activated with the remote control or Personal Car
Communicator, Approach Lighting provides a warm
reception on a dark night. It consists of interior and
side lights – ground lighting too, if you choose it.
Home Safe Lighting is activated with the headlight
stalk as you leave the car and it provides a similar
courtesy when exiting your car. This feature includes
a dipped beam from the headlight to accompany you
to your door.
Lockable floor
To further foil smash-and-grab burglaries, the closed
tailgate – simply by means of its design – overlaps
and seals the compartment hidden under the cargo
floor. To keep this private storage area inaccessible
to other users of the car, e.g. during valet parking, you
can include the tailgate when setting your private
locking preferences.
360° laminated windows
Laminated glass in all windows turns an attempted
smash-and-grab into a time-consuming ordeal. It also
enhances sound comfort in the cabin and contributes
to UV protection. This option also includes waterrepellent glass in the front side windows for improved
visibility in wet weather.

u = Accessory (can be fitted after you’ve purchased your car).
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Ergonomic design
Integrated coat hook

Ventilated front seats

Allergy-tested
upholstery

Power front seats

Adjustable lumbar
support

Comfort
Power glass sunroof

Multiple adjustment
possibilities

COMFORT Climate

Ventilated front seats
The ventilated front seats make long journeys and hot
days much more comfortable. This function works by
drawing air through the perforated leather-faced
upholstery in both the cushions and seat backs.

Power glass sunroof
This makes the interior feel extra light and airy. It
opens and closes at the touch of a button. If the sun
is too strong, just close the built-in sunshade. The
sunroof can also be closed together with the side
windows using the central locking remote control.

Power front seats
Find your perfect driving position with push-button
ease. The driver’s seat also incorporates a memory
function that stores three separate seat and door
mirror settings connected to a specific remote control
– a feature that’s appreciated when the car has
several drivers. To facilitate parking, the door mirror on
the passenger side tilts automatically when reversing.
Front pocket

Front centre armrest, multifunctional
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Electronic Climate Control (ECC)

COMFORT Seats

Sunglass holder

Heated seats, front and rear
Adjustable in three settings, heated seats for the
driver and front seat passenger add to comfort on
those cold mornings. And to enhance comfort for
friends in the rear seat, this convenience is also
available for the outer rear seat positions.

u Sunblinds
Easily attached to the rear door and load
compartment windows, these reduce the heat and
glare of direct sunlight. Simple to remove when
they’re not needed.
Electronic Climate Control (ECC)
Electronic Climate Control (ECC) maintains the cabin
temperature you choose and can be set
independently for the driver and front passenger.
Further contributing to your health and comfort, the
optional humidity sensor helps ensure that the cabin
air has an appropriate level of humidity for the
outside climate.

Interior Air Quality System (IAQS)
Volvo’s IAQS continuously monitors incoming air and
will, if necessary, temporarily close external air vents
to shut out carbon monoxide, ground-level ozone and
nitrogen dioxide. Meanwhile, an active carbon filter
protects the occupants from other harmful gases and
unpleasant odours. This helps ensure that the air you
breathe in the car is cleaner than the air outside
when driving in heavy city traffic and tunnels.
Clean Zone Interior Package (CZIP)
CZIP comprises a series of modifications to further
improve the interior atmosphere. Materials are
chosen carefully to avoid harmful fumes and surfaces
are smooth, so they’re easy to clean. On days when
it’s at least 10°C outside, opening the car by remote
triggers a 60-second ventilation cycle. This results in
cabin air approved by the Swedish Asthma and
Allergy Association.

COMFORT Storage
Front centre armrest, multifunctional
The central aisle of the cabin incorporates several
facilities. Two cup holders are concealed by a roll-top
cover. There’s a handy storage space beneath the
armrest, and special recesses for small items. Folding
back the upper part of the armrest provides a
convenient table for the rear seat passengers. The
armrest also features an Aux input and – depending
on your choice of audio system – a USB port to
connect your MP3 player to the car’s audio system.
Sunglass holder
Fitted in place of any of the entry handles in the front, this
holder keeps your glasses or sunglasses within reach.

u = Accessory (can be fitted after you’ve purchased your car).
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Tech & Sound
TECH & SOUND Driver’s Support

Volvo Sensus

Park assist camera, rear

u Front blind view camera

Volvo Sensus
Volvo’s new driver-control interface allows you to
conveniently explore the hi-tech features of your car
and personalise them to suit your needs. All
information is displayed on a high resolution 5" colour
screen. A push of the MY CAR button in the centre
console gives you access to all system settings such
as IDIS, City Safety, ACC, Collision Warning with Full
Auto Brake and Pedestrian Detection, Driver Alert
System, BLIS, light, door mirrors, climate, central
locking and audio. Choosing any of the Multi-Media
audio systems, the system is upgraded with a larger
7" screen which can also display the Satellite
Navigation System, phone, park assist camera, DVD,
digital TV etc. Everything is conveniently controlled
using the ergonomic steering wheel controls – so you
can keep your attention on the traffic and your hands
on the steering wheel.
Rain sensor
Once activated, the rain sensor can start the
windscreen wipers as soon as it begins to rain or if
water splashes onto the windscreen. For your
convenience, it can also automatically adapt the
intermittent windscreen wiper function. Its sensitivity
can be adjusted via a ring on the wiper stalk.
Park assist camera, rear
To further add to your convenience when reversing,
the rear park assist camera helps display what’s
going on behind your car. The system uses the
integrated driver’s information screen and a digital
camera discretely located over the numberplate.
On-screen guiding lines provide extra assistance
for smooth parking.

Satellite Navigation System
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®

Bluetooth handsfree system

u Portable Navigation System

Park assist, rear
Park assist, front
Activated when you engage reverse gear, rear park
assist helps you when reversing into tight spaces.
The audio system is turned down and a pulsating
sound from the rear loudspeakers becomes a
continuous tone as you approach an obstacle. Front
park assist performs a similar function at the front of

the vehicle – alerting you via the front loudspeakers.
The remaining distance is also shown display on the
centre sonsole colour display.
u Front blind view camera
Allowing you to see around corners, this new camera
is located in the grille to give you a 180° field of
vision for the area in front of your car. Activate the
camera with a push of a button, and you’ll get a splitimage view on the 7" integrated driver’s information
screen. Very convenient in tight exits with limited
visibility and while parking. Only available in
combination with High Performance Multi Media or
Premium Sound Multi Media.
Power Parking Brake
The Power Parking Brake (PPB) makes moving off
from steep gradients easier. Once depressed, the
PPB control lever automatically releases as the car
pulls away.
Autodimming rear view mirror
This is a mirror that automatically adjusts to deflect
the headlamp beams of the car behind you. When
there’s no light to dazzle you, it automatically
readjusts to its normal setting.
Power-foldable rear head restraints
Perfect for improving rear visibility when reversing,
these are activated by the touch of a button. The
head restraints fold forwards so that rear seat
passengers notice and raise them again when
entering the car.

TECH & SOUND Communication
Satellite Navigation System
Volvo’s GPS-based Satellite Navigation System is
totally integrated with your car. It offers both voice
guidance and graphic navigation all the way to your
destination. Via TMC (Traffic Message Channel) radio
data broadcasts, Satellite Navigation System also lets
you know if there are traffic obstacles en route and
recommends an alternative. The Satellite Navigation

System utilises the integrated 7" driver’s information
display and is easily controlled from the steering
wheel or a remote – you can keep both hands on the
steering wheel and your attention on traffic. In some
areas you can also set your destination using voice
control. Extremely swift and precise, the Satellite
Navigation System features a hard disk drive
containing maps for major parts of Europe. To help
you keep track of new roads and points of interest,
you can join our MapCare programme for two free
map updates. Only available in combination with High
Performance Multi Media or Premium Sound Multi
Media.
Bluetooth® handsfree system
u Bluetooth® handsfree and music interface
Bluetooth® technology enables a mobile phone to be
connected wirelessly to the infotainment system in
your Volvo. Once configured for a mobile phone, the
system automatically recognises your phone as you
enter the car. And as you climb in and out of the car,
the system automatically allows you to switch freely
from the phone to the handsfree system and back
again. The High Performance, High Performance
Multi Media and Premium Sound Multi Media audio
systems include an integrated Bluetooth® handsfree
system, allowing you to conveniently operate your
phone using the buttons on the steering wheel or the
centre console keypad. Phone information is shown
in the centre console Multi Media display. And if you
choose a Satellite Navigation System, you can make
your calls using voice control. What’s more, you can
stream music from your mobile phone or a media
player and listen to it through the car’s audio system.
Available as an accessory for the Performance audio
system, there’s a new advanced Bluetooth® handsfree
and music interface that facilitates communication
and connects your iPod® to the audio system. You
can also keep two phones simultaneously connected
and enjoy streaming music from your mobile phone.
The Bluetooth word mark and logos are owned by the
Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Volvo Car
Corporation is under licence. Other trademarks and trade
names are those of their respective owners.

Volvo On Call
Further adding to your convenience and security, the
Volvo On Call telematics technology with built-in GPS
and communication modem constantly connects your
Volvo to the world, providing a range of personal
services. A push of a button connects you instantly
with a Volvo On Call operator who can pinpoint your
location and send the assistance you need. And just
using your mobile phone, smart applications allow
you to remotely check the status of your car, lock and
unlock the doors and locate your car. The system can
also alert you to an attempted break-in, and if the car
is stolen it can be traced via satellite and remotely
immobilised. And in the case of an accident where
any of your car’s airbags is deployed, the Volvo On
Call centre is alerted automatically and will take
immediate action.
u Portable Navigation System
Navigate with style and ease. This new ultra-thin
versatile Garmin nüvi navigation unit integrates
smoothly with the design of your Volvo. Just fit it into
the docking unit at the windscreen pillar. Find the
shortest, fastest or most fuel-saving route – voice
recognition control and convenient multi-touch glass
screen technology facilitates operation. Just keep your
hands on the steering wheel and the system will respond
to your spoken commands. Major buildings and points
of interest are displayed in 3D to enhance your overall
view and at junctions you’re conveniently guided to the
right lane at the right time. Using Traffic Message
Channel (TMC) radio data technology, the navigation
system will let you know if there are traffic disturbances
en route and recommend an alternative. And the
navigation unit is easy to use outside the car – it
even remembers where you parked your car. Maps
covering major parts of Europe are stored in memory.
nüvi is a trademark of Garmin Ltd.

u = Accessory (can be fitted after you’ve purchased your car).
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TECH & SOUND Audio
5" screen
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u=ACCESSORY

5x130 W
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Park assist camera
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Volvo On Call

P

P

P

Satellite Navigation
System
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Rear Seat
Entertainment (RSE)

4x40 W

Digital Audio
Broadcasting (DAB)

P

P

u

7" Multi Media
screen

P

P

P

5" screen

P

8

P

Steering wheel
controls

PREMIUM SOUND MULTI MEDIA

4x40 W

P

High Performance audio system
This is a powerful and versatile 4x40 W audio system
featuring advanced media technology such as
Bluetooth® and USB/iPod® connectivity. Each
loudspeaker is fitted with a more powerful magnet
and a larger coil. In combination with the amplifier,
this system gives excellent transient reproduction
and high power – quite simply superb sound.

Premium Sound Multi Media system

Bluetooth®
handsfree

P

P

P

Rear seat audio
console

P

6

P

Dolby ® Pro Logic ® II
Surround Sound

HIGH PERFORMANCE MULTI MEDIA

Loudspeakers

P

Amplifier W

P

Audio streaming

HIGH PERFORMANCE

4x20 W

P

Performance audio system
A console-integrated 4x20 W audio system with CD
player and radio. It sounds good, looks good and is
easy to use.

7

High Performance Multi Media system

USB/iPod® input

P

Aux inlet

PERFORMANCE

CD/DVD player

AUDIO/MULTI MEDIA SYSTEM

CD player

Dual tuners

High Performance audio system

RDS radio

Performance audio system

= OPTIONAL

7

5

5

P=INCLUDED

7" Multi Media screen

Digital TV

Digital TV

260 W Subwoofer

Rear Seat Entertainment (RSE) dual screen











u







u

High Performance Multi Media system
Above the crisp sound reproduction of the High
Performance audio components, this audio level
provides an integrated full 7" integrated Multi Media
colour screen. This transforms your Volvo to a
complete platform for the latest in in-car
entertainment, communication and navigation
technology. For example, you can watch DVD films
or terrestrial TV broadcasts when the car is stationary
and add Volvo’s new integrated Rear Seat Entertainment
(RSE). Bluetooth® and USB/iPod® connectivity
further add to the versatility of this system.
Premium Sound Multi Media system
We designed this top-of-the line audio and
infotainment system to give you a superior listening
and communication experience. This 5x130 W
system features twelve high-fidelity loudspeakers
and MultEQ sound processor technology by
Audyssey Laboratories that optimises the sound
reproduction for the interior acoustics. Dolby ® Pro
Logic ® II Surround Sound helps tailor a well-balanced
audio experience for each occupant. And to give you
access to advanced in-car entertainment,
communication and navigation technology, this

system also connects with most media formats and
players and features an integrated 7" Multi Media
screen. For example, you can watch DVD films or
terrestrial TV broadcasts when the car is stationary
while enjoying a full-size aural experience. And for
more fun in the rear seat, you can add Volvo’s new
integrated Rear Seat Entertainment (RSE).
Dolby, Pro Logic, and the double-D symbol are registered
trademarks of Dolby Laboratories.

Premium Sound loudspeakers
The twelve high-end loudspeakers in the Premium
Sound system are powered by a 5x130 W digital
amplifier. There are three separate drivers – woofer,
midrange and tweeter – in each front door. In the rear
doors there is a similar set-up with a woofer and
tweeter. And for even better bass sound reproduction,
there’s an optional 260-watt subwoofer. Each speaker
has its own crossover filter to harmonise with the
others. The latest generation Dolby ® Pro Logic ® II
Surround Sound uses the centre loudspeakers
(woofer and tweeter) and a sound processor to
recreate authentic sound with a strong sense of
presence for everyone in the car. The digital class D
amplifier features new technology to provide extremely
high efficiency, enabling it to generate maximum
audio power from the least amount of current.
Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB)
Available for High Performance and Premium Sound,
a digital radio allows you to share the benefits of
Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) – the standard for
digital radio in Europe. In countries with DAB
broadcasts, you’ll have access to more radio
channels, improved radio reception and near
CD-quality sound.
260 W subwoofer
Take full advantage of the natural acoustics in this
spacious Volvo with the additional subwoofer. Two

6.5" bass speakers in a ported enclosure provide
distinctive bass reproduction at all volumes. The
subwoofer system is mounted under the load
compartment floor. It’s out of sight, but you’ll know
it’s there (260 watts of extra bass is hard to miss).
Rear seat audio console
Sharing the experience doesn’t necessarily mean
everybody wants to listen to the same music.
Incorporating sockets for personal headphones, the
rear seat audio console allows passengers to adjust
their own volume and choose between musical
sources, songs or playlists.
MP3 compatibility
There are a number of ways in which to enjoy MP3
music files in your Volvo. The CD player is compatible
with a variety audio media formats. If you’d like to
connect your personal MP3 player to the audio
system, there’s a standard auxiliary audio input in the
front centre armrest. Volume is conveniently controlled
from the steering wheel, centre console or rear seat
audio console. Choosing the High Performance, High
Performance Multi Media or Premium Sound Multi
Media audio system, there’s also a USB port that
allows you to fully integrate your iPod®, MP3 player or
USB device with the audio system. Playlists, songs
and artists are clearly displayed in the centre console,
while your player is charged at the same time.
iPod is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc.

Audio streaming
The integrated Bluetooth® technology allows wireless
communication and streaming of music files. Simply
connect your Bluetooth® compatible mobile phone to
your audio system and enjoy the music files stored in
your phone. Songs and artists can be shown on the
integrated colour screen. Applies for High Performance,
High Performance Multi Media and Premium Sound
Multi Media audio systems.

TECH & SOUND Entertainment
Rear Seat Entertainment (RSE) dual screen
u Rear Seat Entertainment (RSE) with dual
DVD players
For more fun on long journeys, the remote-controlled
RSE system will entertain for hours. Dual 8" screens
smartly integrated in the front head restraints, and
the system is fully integrated with the in-car
multimedia technology. The passengers can see the
same movie or play the same game on both screens,
or choose to view a film on one screen and play
games on the other. Sound is provided via the car’s
audio system or headphones. The RSE system can
be controlled from both the rear and front seats.
External players, USB units and game consoles are
easily connected via outlets in the front centre
armest. And adding digital TV, rear seat passengers
can also watch terrestrial TV on the move. The RSE
dual screen system is only available in combination
with High Performance Multi Media or Premium
Sound Multi Media. Available as accessory, there’s
also an RSE system with dual DVD players and dual
7-inch screens smartly integrated in the front head
restraints. Each DVD player is conveniently operated
by a rear seat passenger.
Digital TV
Don’t miss your favourite TV show even if you’re on
the road. Complement your High Performance Multi
Media or Premium Sound Multi Media system with
this digital TV receiver, and you can watch terrestrial
TV broadcasts in the in-dash 7" screen when the car
is stationary. The digital TV is conveniently controlled
using the optional remote control.

u = Accessory (can be fitted after you’ve purchased your car).
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PACK & LOAD Carrying/Towing
u Protective grille and load
compartment divider

Interior load-carrying system

Pack & Load
PACK & LOAD Compartment

u Load compartment mat,
reversible and foldable

Towbar-mounted bicycle holder

Three-split 40/20/40 rear seat
The rear seats feature 40/20/40 splits that provide
two distinct seats with a solid armrest in the middle.
This armrest can also be raised to provide a middle
seat. Lowering the entire centre section provides
ample space for loading long items. To provide
multiple load configurations with a flat load floor, each
seat can be folded separately or together. What’s
more, the rear seats only take one step to manoeuvre.
Foldable front seat backrest
To help you carry long objects inside your Volvo, the
front passenger seat backrest can be conveniently
folded flat.
Load compartment
The wide tailgate opening facilitates loading and
unloading. The cargo volume is 575 litres with the rear
seatbacks up. This includes up to 46 litres cleverly
hidden under the floor (18 litres of which you get
when you choose a repair kit instead of a spare tyre).

Three-split 40/20/40 rear seat
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Roof load-carrying system

Power tailgate
The tailgate can be opened automatically in three
ways: with the remote control, by using the switch on
the dashboard, or by pulling the handle. To help
minimise risk of injury, only a switch in the tailgate
will trigger automatic closing. Also, an anti-pinch strip
around the tailgate opening can detect obstructions
to help avoid pinching your fingers.

Interior load-carrying system
Volvo’s innovative loading system features aluminium
load rails in the floor with four sliding retractable
hooks and attachment panels on both sides of the
cargo compartment. Several accessories are available
to ensure almost limitless versatility for anchoring and
organising your gear.
u Load divider
This smart accessory consists of an elastic net and two
aluminium rods that can be easily placed in different
positions – for example, to separate dirty or wet
objects from other cargo or to protect fragile items.
u Attachment panel with load hooks
These hooks help increase cargo area safety and
convenience by making it easy to anchor cargo with
nets, straps or other accessories. For maximum flexibility
they can be placed where you need them most.
u Side net
Stop luggage and loose items from shifting in the
cargo compartment. With practical side net storage
along either side of the load compartment.
u Load securing net
Attached to the floor-mounted load loops, this elastic
net helps keep your gear securely in place in the cargo
compartment. Colour-coordinated with the interior.
u Load compartment mat,
reversible and foldable
Allows you to maintain the elegant appearance of the
load compartment even if you occasionally transport
dirty loads. With folded rear seat backrests, just fold
out the mat to cover the entire load compartment floor.

The mat is reversible and waterproof, with colourkeyed fabric on one side and plastic on the other.
Load cover
Use this retractable load cover to conceal your gear
in the load compartment. It’s colour-coordinated with
the interior.
u Protective grille and load
compartment divider
This steel protective grille helps protect the
occupants from unsecured cargo during hard braking.
When it’s not needed, just raise it parallel to the roof
panel. Complement it with a load compartment
divider, and you can conveniently separate dirty or
fragile cargo from other cargo.
Grocery bag holder
This integrated holder unfolds from the load
compartment floor and keeps your shopping bags
and other similar items in place.
u Electric cooler and heater box
Besides keeping your drinks cold in the load
compartment, this can be used as a hot box to keep
food warm. It connects to the power outlet in the load
compartment and is secured with mounting straps.
u Complete dirt protector
This durable vinyl liner covers the floor, the sides of
the rear cargo area and the backs of the seats to
protect against grime and water. It features practical
storage pockets and is simple to mount. The backrest
section of the liner is split to allow the rear seat
backrests to be folded down separately. The rear
section can also be folded out to cover the bumper.

Roof load-carrying system
To help you fully utilise the roof of your Volvo, we’ve
developed a range of versatile load-carrying
accessories. This system is designed to carry up to
100 kg. The roof rails make the load carriers easy to
fit. Various load accessories – such as roof boxes
and different holders for bikes, skis, snowboards and
kayaks – can be attached to the load carriers to meet
your needs. These accessories can be freely
combined for flexibility and many are aerodynamically
designed to reduce fuel consumption and wind noise.
Most of them can be locked with the same key, using
Volvo’s One-Key System.
u Towing equipment
A Volvo towbar – fixed or removable – is the ultimate
load accessory. The detachable towbar is easy to
detach and refit when necessary. When not in use,
it’s completely out of the way.
Load compensating suspension
When you tow or carry a heavy load, load
compensating suspension adjusts the rear shock
absorbers so that the vehicle maintains road holding,
ground clearance and headlight angle.
u Towbar-mounted bicycle holder
Carry your bicycles conveniently and safely on the
back of your Volvo. Loading is easy, and the holder
can conveniently be tilted with your foot to allow
access to the load compartment. This award-winning
(Eurobike 2010) compact holder is easily mounted on
the towbar and is equipped with a tail lamp bar and
number-plate holder. Available for up to two or three
bikes (can be adapted for four bikes). When not in
use, the bicycle holder is collapsible to facilitate
storage. Max load 51 kg (60 kg with adapter for four
bikes). There’s also a holder for up to two electrical
bikes that can be supplemented with a removable
ramp to facilitate loading.

u = Accessory (can be fitted after you’ve purchased your car).
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PERFORMANCE Engines
T6 AWD

D5 AWD

D3

DRIVe

Engine type:

3.0L I6 petrol twin-scroll turbo

2.4L I5 common-rail twin-turbodiesel

2.0L I5 common-rail turbodiesel

2.0L I5 common-rail turbodiesel

Transmission:

Six-speed Geartronic

Six-speed manual or
six-speed Geartronic

Six-speed Geartronic

Six-speed manual

Fuel consumption, mpg (litres/100 km), mixed cycle man/auto:

–/26.6 (–/10.6)

44.1/40.9 (6.4/6.9)

–/41.5 (–/6.8)

51.4/– (5.5/–)

CO2 g/km, man/auto:

–/248

169/182

–/179

144/–

Max. power output, hp (kW) at rpm:

304 (224) 5600

215 (158) 4000

163 (120) 3500

163 (120) 3500

Max. torque, Nm at rpm, man/auto:

440/2100–4200

420/1500–3250
440/1500–3000

400/1500–2850

400/1500–2850

Acceleration, 0–62 mph in sec man/auto:

–/7.4

8.3/8.8

–/10.2

10.2/–

Top speed mph man/auto:

–/143

134/127

–/124

127/–

Fuel tank, litres:

70

70

70

70

Environmental classification:

Euro 5

Euro 5

Euro 5

Euro 5

All technical data is preliminary and may be subject to change. Please talk to your Volvo dealer for the latest information.

Performance
PERFORMANCE Chassis/Steering
Continuously Controlled Chassis Concept
(Four-C)
The Four-C active chassis provides a choice of three
distinctive driving modes – Comfort, Sport or
Advanced. Whichever you choose, this technology
monitors the car, road and driver 500 times per
second, simultaneously adjusting each shock
absorber to maintain optimal handling. At the heart
of Four-C is Volvo’s semi-active suspension with
continuously controlled Monroe-Öhlins shock
absorbers. Furthermore, Four-C interacts with the
DSTC system, engine, brakes and steering to
promote your chosen handling style.
Comfort This chassis mode isolates the car’s
occupants from irregularities in the road surface.
This setting prioritises flexible damping for smooth
and gentle body movement and exceptional comfort.
It’s ideal for slippery or uneven roads.
Sport For a sportier experience, this setting prioritises
slightly stiffer damping and acts faster. This results in
more decisive body movement, precise handling and
good ride comfort. Perfect for active driving.
Advanced This is the high performance mode.
This setting stiffens the dampers for maximum road
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contact – directly communicating the road surface
to the driver. Prioritising immediate feedback rather
than comfort, the advanced setting increases the
range of driving dynamics.
All Wheel Drive with Instant Traction™
The advanced Haldex® AWD technology with Instant
Traction™ helps increase driving stability and traction
on all road surfaces. It has an electronic management
system that constantly monitors the speed of the
wheels, the throttle, engine torque, engine speed and
the brakes. As driving conditions change, wheels with
the best grip get the most power. When a tyre loses
traction, power is reduced to that wheel and instantly
transferred to the more sure-footed wheels.
Chassis
The car’s all-road capability is based on generous
ground clearance (210 mm), a low centre of gravity
and an advanced chassis. The rigid body enables the
Multi-link rear and McPherson spring strut front
suspensions to give well-balanced handling with a
high level of comfort on all roads. The front and rear
suspensions also interact to provide stable braking
and smooth steering. In a curve, the rear wheels have
a slight steering facility for added stability and
steering response.
Speed-dependent steering
Speed-dependent and progressive power steering
uses sophisticated, speed-sensitive technology to

regulate the amount of power assistance a driver
needs. At motorway speeds, steering is firmer and
more immediate. When parking or in slow traffic,
steering is light and effortless. There’s a choice of
three settings allowing you to choose a suitable level
of road feel or steering sensitivity.
Hill Descent Control
Hill Descent Control offers a smooth and controlled
hill descent on steep, rough roads. Simply push the
Hill Descent Control button and the vehicle will
descend using the brake system to control the speed
of each wheel so that you can concentrate fully on
steering. Hill Descent Control also makes it easier to
move off when towing a heavy trailer.

PERFORMANCE Transmission
Start/Stop technology
To further reduce fuel consumption and CO2
emissions with up to 8% when driving in the city, all
turbodiesels with manual gearbox feature Volvo’s
Start/Stop technology. Once the engine is warmed
up and the car comes to a halt (at a traffic light for
example) when you put the gear in neutral and
release the clutch, the engine automatically shuts off.
And the instant you press the clutch pedal, the
engine restarts and you’re on the go. An extra battery
ensures that all infotainment and comfort systems
will function as usual even with the engine shut off.

The Start/Stop system can be deactivated with a
push of a button in the centre console and is active
between 0° and 30° C.
Brake energy regeneration
To further optimise fuel efficiency and performance
in all driving conditions, all engines feature Volvo’s
intelligent brake kinetic energy regeneration. As soon
as you brake or release the accelerator while a gear
is engaged, the alternator harnesses the car’s kinetic
energy and feeds it into the battery to reduce fuel
consumption by an extra 2–3%. And when you
accelerate, the alternator decouples to free the
engine for maximum performance when you need it.
Six-speed Geartronic automatic transmission
For the best of two worlds, there’s the six-speed
Geartronic – a responsive automatic that’s ideal for
relaxed driving, tough conditions or towing. This also
allows manual gear shifting so you can maintain a
lower gear to bring up the revs or for the added
assistance of engine braking. In the T6 and D5, this
automatic also features a sports mode for more
active driving – it shifts more responsively to your
throttle movements.
Six-speed manual transmission
The six-speed all-synchromesh manual gearbox
offers fluid and precise gear selection. The sixth gear
improves comfort and fuel economy on the motorway.
The smooth action of the clutch assures that you
move off with confidence and grace.
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The end is just the beginning.
Meet the family.
VOLVO TOTAL CARE
We want your experience of buying and owning a Volvo to be one of life’s pleasures, that’s why we’re here to make it as
Please note: Some of the information in this
brochure may be incorrect due to changes in
product specification that may have occurred
since printing. Some of the equipment described
or shown may now only be available at extra cost.
Before ordering, please ask your Volvo dealer for
the latest information. The manufacturer reserves
the right to make changes at any time and without
notice, to prices, colours, materials, specifications
and models.

care-free and easy as possible. It’s simple – Volvo Total Care is a single port of call for all your motoring requirements,
from funding your purchase to protecting your investment with Volvo Car Insurance to monthly payment plans for servicing.
We will even provide you with special offers during your ownership. Volvo Total Care is designed to make owning a Volvo
rewarding. For further information on Volvo Total Care please contact your dealer or go to www.volvocars.co.uk/totalcare
Volvo S40 The compact and
energetic saloon.

The all-new Volvo S60 The sleek and
sporty saloon, created to thrill.

Volvo S80 The premier saloon, meticulously
engineered for superior driving comfort.
FINANCE
Volvo Car Financial Services have developed a series of funding plans
that will provide you with a range of choices and flexibility when acquiring
a Volvo*. For details of the current promotions available, please visit
www.volvocars.co.uk/financepromotions.

Furthermore: There are options, accessories
and packages that can be chosen separately or
combined as you like. For more information, please
contact your Volvo dealer.

Volvo V50 The Sportswagon — flexible,
compact and full of zest.

The all-new Volvo V60 The dynamic
Sportswagon, created to inspire, designed
for an active life.

Volvo V70 The genuine family estate— highly
competitive yet comfortably versatile.

INSUR ANCE**
What better way to start enjoying your new Volvo than with a FREE 7 Day
Driveaway introduction to comprehensive Volvo Car annual Insurance.
Our annual cover has:
-	
Highest independent Defaqto five star rating
-	
D edicated 24 hour claims team based in UK
-	
Repairs carried out at Volvo approved Body and
Paint Centres using genuine Volvo parts
-	
N o quibble new car replacement for written off
vehicles within first 12 months purchase from new
We’re Volvo specialists who can make you feel confident that safety
specifications will be maintained…for your Volvo’s lifetime. Call now
for your insurance quote on 0800 238 239.

Volvo XC60 A sporty coupe and
a capable all-roader fused into a Swedish
crossover experience.

Volvo XC70 The rugged yet
stylish all-roader.

SERVICING YOUR VOLVO
Your Volvo dealer has the unique know-how to tailor a service programme
according to Volvo’s strict recommendations and guarantees you years
of safety and driving pleasure. In addition, why not save yourself money
on service costs by taking out a Volvo Service Plan? They’re designed
to spread servicing costs on an interest-free monthly basis, providing you
with economic, convenient servicing and peace of mind.
Whatever option you choose your costs are fixed no matter what happens
to labour, parts or oil prices. You will also have the satisfaction of being
able to have your Volvo serviced at any one of our UK Volvo dealers and
Service Centres. For further information and to purchase online please
go to www.volvocars.co.uk/serviceplan
VOLVO ON CALL
Subscribe to Volvo On Call and you’ll never be completely on your own.
It’s a GPS-based communication system providing 24-hour access to
both emergency and roadside assistance wherever you are. See the Volvo
On Call brochure for more information.

LOOKING AHE AD
You’ll probably never find out just how good some of these services
are. But should the unexpected happen, we’d like to think that you’d
be even happier you chose a Volvo.
ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE
Every new car comes with one year’s Volvo Assistance cover. You’ll
enjoy free breakdown and recovery assistance, anywhere in Europe,
24 hours a day. You can even extend cover for £85 for one year or
£125 for two years. Call Volvo Assistance on 0845 641 9747.
WARR ANT Y
Every new Volvo comes with comprehensive protection. Our warranty
covers the first three years or 60,000 miles, whichever comes first.
There’s a three year unlimited mileage warranty on the paintwork and
either eight or twelve years against rust perforation. If a component
fails due to a defect or material fault, your retailer will swiftly rectify
the problem, free of charge.

Volvo XC90 The versatile SUV that takes
you anywhere with grace.

WHAT NE XT? If you’d like to find out more about the range of products and services that make up Care by Volvo, the story continues at
www.volvocars.co.uk. Alternatively you can contact your nearest Volvo dealer or request relevant brochures.
*	Finance subject to status. Terms and conditions apply. Guarantees/Indemnities may be required.
Applicants must be 18 or over. Volvo Car Financial Services RH1 1SR.

Volvo C30 The compact and charismatic
SportsCoupe.

Volvo C70 A retractable hardtop convertible
that seats four adults with comfort.

**	Volvo Car Insurance is underwritten by Royal & Sun Alliance Insurance plc (No. 93792). Registered in England and Wales at
St Mark’s Court, Chart Way, Horsham, West Sussex RH12 1XL. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority.
Calls may be recorded and monitored. All benefits are subject to qualifying status, terms and conditions, cover level and
underwriting criteria. Cover described is for Comprehensive policies using Volvo approved Body and Paint Centres.
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Design the Volvo that’s really you. Experience it inside and out in 360
degrees in amazing 3D. Learn about the details, technical features and
accessories. See films about your favourite Volvo and its innovations.
Compare different Volvo models and engine alternatives. Download
images and brochures. Join the Volvo community and share great car
stories from all over the world. Find yourself at www.volvocars.co.uk
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